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SCHEDULE 4

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSALS TO CHANGE CATEGORY OF SCHOOL

PART 1

INTRODUCTORY

Interpretation
1 In this Schedule—

“group” (“grwp”) has the meaning given by section 21(4)(b) of the School
Standards and Framework Act 1998;

“the implementation date” (“y dyddiad gweithredu”) means the date on
which it is proposed that the change of category is to take place;

“publicly funded land” (“tir wedi ei gyllido’n gyhoeddus”) means land
which was acquired—

(a) from a local authority under a transfer under section 201(1)(a) of the
Education Act 1996,

(b) wholly by means of any maintenance, special purpose or capital grant
(within the meaning of Chapter 6 of Part 3 of the Education Act 1996),

(c) wholly by means of a grant made under regulations made under
paragraph 4 of Schedule 32 to the School Standards and Framework
Act 1998,

(d) wholly by means of expenditure incurred for the purposes of the school
and treated by the local authority as expenditure of a capital nature,

(e) under a transfer under regulations made under paragraph 5 of
Schedule 8 to the School Standards and Framework Act 1998,

(f) wholly by means of financial assistance given under section 14 of the
Education Act 2002,

(g) under a transfer under this Schedule, or
(h) wholly with the proceeds of disposal of any land acquired as mentioned

in any of paragraphs (a) to (g);
“transfer agreement” (“cytundeb trosglwyddo”), in relation to a school,

means an agreement—
(a) made between the local authority and the trustees or the foundation

body or the governing body of the school, and
(b) providing for land to be transferred to, and vest in, the local authority on

the implementation date (whether or not in consideration of payment
by the authority).

Implementation
2 On the implementation date the school is to change category in accordance with the

proposals.


